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ARBOR HOMES

Arbor Homes reserves the right to change elevations, specification, materials and pricing without prior notice. Variations within the floor plans and elevations may 
exist. Square footages are approximate and may vary. All floor plans and elevations are artist’s conceptions.     Revised date 090719 CCB#121987

2618 the HUNTINGTON ENGLISH

2,618 SF     4 BEDROOMS            DEN   3 BATHS       2-CAR GARAGE        ENGLISH ELEVATION
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2618 the HUNTINGTON FRENCH

2,618 SF     4 BEDROOMS            DEN   3 BATHS       2-CAR GARAGE        FRENCH ELEVATION
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ARBOR HOMES

Arbor Homes reserves the right to change elevations, specification, materials and pricing without prior notice. Variations within the floor plans and elevations may exist. 
Square footages are approximate and may vary. All floor plans and elevations are artist’s conceptions.     Revised date 3/28/2018  CCB#121987

2618 the HUNTINGTON FRENCH
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ARBOR HOMES

Arbor Homes reserves the right to change elevations, specification, materials and pricing without prior notice. Variations within the floor plans and elevations may 
exist. Square footages are approximate and may vary. All floor plans and elevations are artist’s conceptions.     Revised date 090719 CCB#121987

2618 the HUNTINGTON PRAIRIE

2,618 SF      4 BEDROOMS           DEN,   3 BATHS       2-CAR GARAGE        PRAIRIE  ELEVATION
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2618 the HUNTINGTON PRAIRIE
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